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1.0 REVIEW

In this report the potential for precipitation augmentation in Utah by
cloud seeding will be assessed.
seeding will be made.

Initially, a review of the physics of cloud

Then the climatology of appropriate meteorological

conditions will be pre sented.

Finally, the potential for effective cloud seed-

ing in Utah will be given.

1. 1

Physics of Cloud Seeding
There is a wide variety of meteorological phenomena which may be

modified artificially.

In s0Tr?-e instance s modification may take place inadver-

tently; but here we are concerned only with planned modification activity.

It

might be expected that besides increasing precipitation, we might be able to
decrease it at times, or we might reduce hail and lightning.

In each of these

situations the prime opportunity available for manipulation is the number of
nuclei present in the atmosphere.

In the natural atmosphere tiny particles are

usually present upon which water or ice collects.

Of course, some atmospheric

disturbance must be pre sent in order to provide the vertical lift of air required
to produce visible water.
A further limitation on available opportunities to change the natural
conditions, is that nuclei can only be added. If nature has already provided
an overabundance of nuclei in the atmosphere, there is little that can be done.
(In the future there may be ways found to reduce the number of effective nuclei,

but this is an unexplored area. )
Nuclei of condensation or sublimation comprise a wide variety of substances.

Nuclei of condensation are usually some kind of hygroscopic liquid.
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to collect on such a nucleus even below saturation.

Water will b

Nuclei of

subliITlation, or ice nuclei, are usually solid particles having SOITle siITlilar
physical characteristics as found in ice.

Dry ice (frozen CO ) or silver iodide
2

(AgI) are the ITlost COITlITlon substances us
One

of w:=ather ITlodification activity is the ITlode of delivery of

artificial

into a cloud.

To distribute seeding ITlaterial into a cloud it

is released in a variety of ways depending upon the nature of the cloud systeITl
and the cost.

The nUITlber of nuclei requir

for effective seeding of a

winter storITl for a period of an hour or two is in the trillions.

To distribute

\

this nUITlber of particles evenly over a storITl systeITl is virtually iITlpossible.

1. 2

StorITl Types and Cloud Seeding Technology

1. 2. 1 Basic concepts. A broad clas sification of storITlS could be
ITlade by separating theITl into stratified clouds or convective clouds.

Strat-

Hied clouds are those covering distances of several hundred ITliles and are
of a relatively unHorITl structure.
winter.

Such storITlS are typically found in the

On the other hand, convective storITlS are those covering distances of

only a few ITliles and are readily identified with thunderstorITls typical of the
warITler ITlonths.

se two storITl types often occur together; the re ITlay not

be thunderstorITls present in such ITlixed types, but winter stratified clouds
ITlay occur with strong convective characteristics.
Because the expected response to cloud seeding is strongly dependent
upon the basic cause of the cloud forITlation as well as the cloud'type, a further classification of stOrITlS is required.

There are seven ITlam types:

con-

vection, orographic convection, cold fronts, squal11ines, winter cyclones,
winter orographic clouds, and tropical cyclones (hurricanes).

In Utah the ITlO st
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frequent types are winter orographic, convection, orographic convection, cold
fronts and to a lesser extent, winter cyclones.
During winter when moisture -bearing winds blow acros s a mountain
range, water condenses to form clouds.
ates on the downwind side.

Some portion of the cloud reevapor-

When the cloud temperature is low enough so that

natural ice nuclei convert cloud droplets to snowflakes as fast as condensation
supplies the water, natural precipitation efficiency is high.

Addition of arti-

ficial ice nuclei will tend to produce more but smaller snowflakes; more of
them will blow across the range without falling on it, and snowfall will be displaced downwind and perhaps decreased.

But if the clouds are not cold enough

for natural ice nuclei to do the whole job, then addition of artificial nuclei will
increase the precipitation efficiency.

If the temperature is too warm, even

artificial nuclei will be ineffective.
The "window!! for effective treatment

therefore framed by (a)

IS

weather events that produce substantial condensation over the mountains, (b)
in-cloud temperatures within a particular range determined by the activation
of natural and artificial ice nuclei and the rate of growth of the resulting
snowflakes, and (c) the extent of dispersion of artificial ice nuclei within
the cloud.

Computational models take account of these three factors.

Field

experiments and field observations are more limited.
Dispersal of artificial ice nuclei is affected by availability of seeding
sites as well as by variations of the weather.

Capability for detailed observation

of cloud thickness and in-cloud temperature is restricted.

Application of the

window concept from one field experiment to another varies accordingly,
though the underlying principles remain the same.

1. 2. 2 Winter orographic cloud seeding.

Well over a dozen separate

cloud seeding experiments have been conducted in the Western States to increase
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precipitation during winter.

In general it has been concluded by those con-

ducting the experiments that there is an increase from seeding depending
upon a number of meteorological factors.

Because some of the experiments

were not randomized there may well be a bias in the reported results.

There-

fore, our attention is directed to thos e experiments with randomized seed
no -seed programs.
In the Santa Barbara Project, Elliot et al (1971) reported the successful treatment of convection bands.

Although no overall significance level

was given, half of the reporting stations showed increases of 50 percent or
more with significance at the 5 percent level.

The increases reported de-

pended upon the temperature lapse rate, the height of release of silver iodide
and the cloud temperature.
control method of evaluation.

se results were obtained using a targetA total of 85 convective bands were examined.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company has carried out a project (Lake
Almanor) for several years.

Mooney and Dunn (1969) have reported the results

obtained over a five year period.

Seeding was carried out with six automatic

silver iodide generators located atop ridges or peaks.

Precipitation amounts

were recorded at 49 locations within a target and control area.
upper level soundings were also utilized.

Radar and

Four categories were designated

according to whether the temperature was warmer or colder than -5 C at
7500 feet and whether the upper wind was southerly or westerly.

The cold

westerly category showed increases in seeded precipitation of about 32 percent.

significance level was reported at the 5 percent level.
It should be noted that when data are divided up into various arbitrary.

categories the chance of finding an apparent effect increases according to the
number of categories.

Furthermore, the physical basis of an increase in
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precipitation from seeding in the cold westerly category compared to the
others, is questionable.
A seeding program called Project Skagit was carried out in Washington
during the two winters from 1962-1964.

According to comparisons with his-

torical regression operations the runoff on the Skagit River was enhanced 5
percent and 15 percent during the two years.

No randomization or meteor-

010gical "windows II were utilized in this program.
In Colorado a ten year randomized cloud seeding program (Climax
Experiment) was carried out by Colorado State University.

The time unit

was 24 hour s and the criteria for seeding was that. 01 inch of precipitation
was expected at Leadville, Colorado and the 500 mb wind direction was 210
through 360

0

inclusive.

0

Randomization was employed in the experiment, but

the randomization was restricted to large blocks (around 20 or 30 cases) such
that each block contained the same number of seeded and nonseeded cases.
Data were examined for various stratifications of upper level temperature and
wind.

The most significant result is that seeding effectivenes s displayed a

strong dependence on temperature.

When the 500 mb temperature was between

-11 C and -20 C,increases of around 75 percent occurred.

In other temp-

erature categories either a small positive or a small negative effect was
found.
The results of this project have been regarded by the scientific community as being probably the most credible cloud seeding experiment on
winter orographic clouds.

For example, the National Academy of Sciences!

(1973) report on Weather and Climate Modification states that the Climax experiment shows lithe contribution to the overall winter precipitation to be 10
to 30 percent when only those cloud systems having cloud temperatures in the
range of -11 C to -20 C are seeded.

Hence, in the longest randomized
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cloud-seeding research project in the United States, involving cold orographic
winter clouds, it has been demonstrated that precipitation can be increased
by substantial amounts on a determinate basis." On the other hand, a renowned cloud physicist has reacted to the NAS report in a review published by
the World Meteorological Organization.
Dr. B. J. Mason states that "when the National Academy of Sciences of
the United States commissions a panel of senior and well-known scientists
to prepare a report on a scientific activity of national and international importance and concern, one expects an objective, critical, closely-argued
assessment of recent developments leading to balanced, unbiased judgements
pointing the way to future action.

Such a review is badly needed in the con-

troversial field of weather and climate modification, where extravagant claims
are regularly made and often denied, if only because many developing countries suffering from drought or devastating storms wish to explore any
reasonable chance of successful intervention but need guidance in a confused
situation in which professional opinion is much divided, not least in the
United States.

Unfortunately this superficial, uncritical, inflated and badly

constructed report, whose conclusions are not supported by any real analysis
or argument, fails completely to meet this need."

Dr. Mason further com-

ments that "no project, practice or hypothesis is directly criticized or judged
unprofitable; nearly all appear promising and are commended for further
investigation. II

Unfortunately the foregoing statements reflect a general

condition in which the field of weather modification is embedded.

However,

the field is not without numerous scientific efforts which have contributed important and sometimes crucial findings in weather modification technology,
but not necessarily a promise of precipitation increases.
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Some specific criticisms of the Climax result are as follows:

One

of the criteria for a seedable event is that. 01 inch of precipitation is expected in a 24 hour period.

This weak criterion leads to a large number of cases

with little or no precipitation.

When there are a relatively few events having

heavy precipitation, the results are dominated by those cases.

Another

weakness in the analysis is that all types of events are included:
cyclonic, convective and frontal cas es.

orographic,

Thus a few outstanding disturbances

with different physical characteristics may dominate the results.

Still

another important shortcoming of the analysis is that the 500 mb temperature
is used as a ba

for inferring the cloud top temperature.

a necessary step in order to provide a physical ba

This inference is

for the expected result,

but in fact the 500 mb temperature is likely to be only moderately well correlated with the actual cloud top temperature.
A large number of additional experiments have been carried out by
the Bureau of Reclamation under its Skywater Project.

These projects in-

clude the large, diverse Colorado River Basin Pilot Project.

To date no

firm evidence of cloud seeding effectiveness has been detected.
ment is continuing and results may yet be forthcoming.

The experi-

The Bureau of

Reclamation has sponsored other projects involving cold orographic winter
cloud seeding.

These are operated by Fresno State College Foundation,

Montana State University, New Mexico State University, Utah State University, University of Washington, and Aerometric Research, Inc.

These pro-

jects can be reviewed in the Annual Reports of Project Skywater published
by the Bureau of Reclamation.

Most of these projects have found increases

in precipitation of 50 percent or more under certain meteorological conditions,
usually similar to those found in the Climax experiments.

However, one is

best cautioned an accepting at face value the various results claimed.
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Little of this ''''ork has been subjected to publication review, and virtually
none of the projects have been subjected to a cOITlplete project review by
independent parties.

(Such a procedure is evidently badly needed to sort

out the true potentialities of weather ITlodification. )

1.2.3 SUITlITler convective cloud seeding.

For SUITlITler -convective

precipitation, the tiITle available for growth of precipitation particles is
basic to the window concept.

When convective ascent of air produces clouds,

the lifetiITle of an individual cloud parcel is related to the speed of the updraft and the height to which the cloud SUITlITlit rises before the cloud disintegrates, usually because of adITlixture with drier surrounding air.

Large

condensation nuclei enter the cloudbase, grow slowly at first by condensation,
then progressively ITlore rapidly by accretion, which ITlay be by a liquid
drop collecting sITlaller cloud droplets until it grows large enough to break
up and generate a burst of new drops.

A second process involves a frozen

particle collecting cloud droplets in the forITl of riITle ice, forITling snow
pellets or hailstones that do not break up until they ITlelt.

The great ITlajor-

ity of convective clouds fail to produce precipitation because the lifetiITle of
air parcels within theITl is shorter than the growth tiITle of precipitation particles.
Seeding a cloudbase updraft with large hygroscopic nuclei shortens
the tiITle before precipitation appears, and perITlits precipitation to forITl in
a shallower cloud than it would naturally.

ReITloval of water in the rain

shaft lightens the cloud and increases its buoyancy, hence both the height to
which it rises and the lifetiITle of yet other cloud parcels within it increase.
FurtherITlore, with less water to evaporate at the cloud ITlargins, there is
less cloud-killing cooling during the late-ITlature phase to hasten disintegration of the cloud.

However, evaporation of artificially stiITlulated
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precipitation beneath the cloud m.ay reduce available buoyancy prem.aturely.
Seeding a cloudbase updraft with ice-form.ing nuclei produces rudim.entary precipitation particles in the supercooled portion of the cloud
(above the freezing level) at a warm.er

rature and hence sooner than

they would form. by natural freezing processes.

This shortens the tim.e needed

to get the precipitation process going in those clouds in which the all-water
process is slow initially.

The ice-form.ing nuclei also release latent heat,

m.aking the cloud m.ore buoyant so that it rises higher.

Ice particles m.ay

grow after they reach a certain size by accretion of cloud droplets and becom.e snow pellets or hailstones.

On the other hand, the added buoyancy

m.ay increase the updraft speed so m.uch that the lifetim.e of the cloud parcel
is shortened. In this event, the protoprecipitation particles m.ay be thrown
out of the top of the cloud before growing large enough to fall all the way to
the ground.

Under such conditions, the

ct of seeding m.ay be to shorten

the tim.e available for precipitation growth and result in decrease of precipitation at the ground while increasing the am.ount that drifts off as cirrus
clouds at very high altitude s.
Different com.binations of these effects correspond to "windows" for
precipitation increase, or to "windows" for precipitation decrease, depending upon whether the com.bined effect is to increase the growth rate of particles or increase the duration of their stay in precipitation-growing regions
of the cloud, or vice versa.
Anal ysis of random.ized seeding experim.ents by the South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology group showed that, for both hygroscopic and
ice -phase seeding, the effect is greatest on cUrrlulus clouds that do not
attain great size.

This is interpreted to m.ean that seeding has little effect

on clouds that naturally provide a long cloud-parcel lifetim.e for developm.ent
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of precipitation.

In unseeded clouds nearer the borderline of natural pre-

cipitation capability, precipitation did not appear until the uprrlOving parcels
had attained a certain age.

In clouds seeded with ice -fonning nuclei, the

height of first precipitation forInation was related Inost closely to the cloudbase teInperature, suggesting that precipitation particles forIned quickly
once the e££ecti ve teInperature of the seeding agent had been reached.

In

clouds seeded with hygroscopic nuclei, the first precipitation forInation
tended to occur at a Inore or less constant height of about 1. 6 kIn above
cloudbase, suggesting that the seeded cloud forIned precipitation quickly
once a critical quantity of condensation was exceeded, regardless of teInperature.
In the case of orographic convection the clouds are often found only
in selected areas, usually not far froIn a strongly heated sloping Inountain
side.

These clouds frequently develop into large rain-producing CUInulus

or thunderstorIns, while in nearby flatlands there Inay be a cOInplete absence of clouds.

The physical characteristics of orographic convective

clouds are apt to be very siInilar to ordinary convective clouds.

In the

forIner, the region of initial developInent is tied to the topography, but with
further developInent the clouds Inay Inove away froIn the generating region.
refore, there are likely to be very large spatial variations of natural
SUrrlInertiIne precipitation in Inountainous regions.

Long terIn averages of

SUrrlIner precipitation near Inountains Inay be highly dependent upon the precise location of rain gages.

However, it is within the fraInework of existing

knowledge to forInulate Inodels to describe long terIn averages of SUInIner
precipitation.
Other iInportant sources of precipitation in Utah are the passage of
cold fronts and the occurrence of cyclonic disturbances.

Cold fronts
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crossing Utah are associated with cyclonic disturbances; usually the paths
of these low pressure centers cross Idaho and the cold fronts trail southward
or southwestward into Utah.

These fronts usually have strong convective

characteristics, and when in the vicinity of mountains there is a strong
orographic component.

As these storm systems move eastward substantial

precipitation falls for several hours.

Occasionally a cyclonic disturbance

will move through or south of Utah, in which case widespread precipitation
may occur.

Very little is known about the effects of seeding either cold

fronts, especially in mountainous terrain, or cyclonic disturbances.

It is

probable that there is a large amount of ice present in such long lasting cloud
systems, especially when these clouds extend upward to very cold temperatures, as they usually do.

On the other hand when these storms contain

strong updrafts, or when strong updrafts are generated in the vicinity of
mountains, a greater amount of supercooled water may be produced than
either the available ice nuclei or ice crystals falling from above can convert
to precipitation-size particles.

In fact in mountainous regions there may

exist selected regions where ice crystals at higher altitudes cannot penetrate the updraft where new supercooled cloud-water is being generated.
This situation, of course, constitutes an opportunity for artificial cloud
seeding.

1. 3

Relationship Between Clouds and Precipitation
To assess the potential for precipitation augmentation by cloud seed-

ing, consideration must be given to the frequency and location of cloudiness.
Furthermore, the type of cloud and its temperature are important factors
to consider in a seeding program.
Unfortunately there is very little available data on the climatological
structure of clouds.

Although there is a fairly large body of data on
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cloudbases in a few locations in Utah, there is little information on the
vertical extent of clouds.

In mountainous regions, especially at high ele-

vations, there is virtually no data on cloud frequency and vertical extent.
Because much of the precipitation in Utah either occurs in or is initiated
by high mountains, another means of assessing the potential for precipitation augmentation must be

ed.

What is usually given as a substitute for cloud data is precipitation
data.

It is inferred that the cloudiness is directly related to precipitation.

What is often used as a measure of the potential artificial-increase in
precipitation is the precipitation its

and some percent of that amount.

For example, with winter orographic precipitation, increases of around 20
percent are often quoted.

10 inches of precipitation occur in winter at a

mountain locality, then an increase of 2 inches would be expected by cloud
seeding if a 20 percent figure were used.

Such juggling of figures may lead

to interesting dollar values, but there are large uncertainties involved.
The assumed direct relationship between the amount of added precipitation and the precipitation its

is somewhat questionable even assum-

ing the cloud temperature conditions are suitable.

Much of the wintertime

precipitation, for example, is caused by cold frontal systems which may
have a rather different response to cloud seeding from purely orographic
clouds.

Some proponents of cloud-seeding technology believe that cloud

systems just on the verge of precipitating provide the greatest potential
for artificial increases.

Yet it may be argued that the frequency of such

situations is proportional to the seasonal average amount of precipitation.
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2.0 ANALYSIS OF PRECIPITATION AUGMENTATION
POT ENT IAL IN UTAH

2. 1

Geographical Distribution of Precipitation
The geographical distribution of precipitation in Utah is separated

into two basic regim.es, the sum.m.er and winter distributions.

Within

each of these seasons there are significant variations which need to be
taken into account.

In Utah there is a close relationship between precip-

itation and elevation.

In the winter the relationship is founded upon the

orographic lifting of m.oist air.

In sum.m.er the basis of the relationship

is the m.ore strongly heated sloping m.ountain sides com.pared to the surroundings.
Because the clouds and precipitation pattern are tied so closely
with the (fixed) topographical features, cloud seeding m.ay be carried out
effectively with relatively inexpensive ground based generators.

Further-

m.ore, generators m.ay be placed on m.ountain tops or other speciallocations where the seeding m.aterial would be readily incorporated into the
clouds.
loons.

Another possibility for effective seeding is to use tethered balAlthough such a m.eans of delivery is not com.m.on, the sam.e advan-

tages as described above for ground generators would apply.

In addition,

use of tethered balloons would as sure that seeding m.aterial entered the
clouds and not becom.e trapped near the surface.

Another advantage of

tethered balloons is that a m.uch greater flexibility in pos sible release
sites would be achieved com.pared to available locations for ground generators.
However, for large statewide projects the use of fixed ground generators
is preferred.
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To find the distribution of precipitation in Utah over particular periods of interest and to assess the consequences of year-to-year variations
as well as variations within a season, data froITl twenty-eight precipitation
stations

in Figure 1 have been analyzed.

out of SOITle 278 according to several criteria.

These stations were selected
Both a wide distribution of

stations over the State and stations with records of at least fifty years are
desired.

Also, adequate representation of high altitude locations is iITl-

portant.

geographical distribution and regional designation of the

selected stations are given on the ITlap shown in Figure 2.
Data froITl these twenty-eight stations were punched on IBM cards
and a cOITlputer prograITl was written to describe ITlonthly and regional
variations.

In addition, correlations between precipitation froITl each of

the stations were ITlade.

FroITl this data the ITlonthly or yearly variations

in precipitation augITlentation potential can be derived.
Because the ITleteorological conditions required for positive seeding
effects during winter are norITlally found froITl NoveITlber through March,
the winter season will be designated accordingly.

Thus, the winter pre-

cipitation shown in Figure 3 is liITlited to these ITlonths rather than the longer
period often used in hydrological studies.

In this figure values obtained

froITl data utilized are plotted at the station location.

Analysis of precip-

itation aITlounts at other locations is ITlade on the basis of precipitation
versus elevation relationships, other physiographic features, and general
ITleteorological principles.
It

clear froITl Figure 3 that there is alITlost twice as ITluch pre-

cipitation in the north cOITlpared to the south for the saITle elevation.
However, there are large areas both north and south where both the precipitation and the elevation are large.

, it is well known that spring
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No.

Name

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Silver Lake
Hiawatha
Hatch
Logan
Ogden
Utah Lake
Elberta
Nephi
Levan
Salina
Tooele
Oak City
Deseret
Milford
Modena
Wendover
Callao
Laketown
Woodruff
Castle Dale
Emery
Escalante
Mytan
Fort Duchesne
Jensen
Thompson
Moab
Bluff

Elevation
8740
7280
6900
4785
4330
4497
4690
5240
5315
5190
5070
5075
4585
5028
5460
4237
4330
5988
6315
5660
6250
5810
5030
4990
4720
5140
3965
4315

ID

Years of Record

SL
HW
HT
LG
OG
UL
EL
NP
LV
SA
TL
OC
DS
ML
MD
WN
CL
LK
WD
CD
EM
ES
MY
FD
JN
TH
MB
BL

'!'Additional data prior to 1901 is available.

Figure 1.

Precipitation stations, elevations, and years of record
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Precipitation stations and elevations (ft. above msl).
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Median winter precipitation (November through March).
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runoff

available to agriculture and other activities requiring large

amounts of water.

However, there is one aspect of the yearly cycle that

has received relatively little attention, at least in terms of its relevance
to cloud seeding.
to year.

This factor is the variability of winter amounts from year

The related question is whether a cloud seeding program could

be depended upon even if the cloud seeding effects were precisely known.
Because the storage of water as sociated with spring runoff is found at
high elevations, the year -to-year variations in winter precipitation are
examined using Silver Lake Brighton data.

Here the elevation is 8740 feet

and a 57 year record is available.
At Silver Lake the median precipitation is 23.84 inches with a
standard deviation of 4.76 inches.

The lowest winter snowfall (5 months)

occurred in 1931 with 11. 57 inches; the next lowest occurred in 1926 with
16.17 inches.

Thus, there is a fairly reliable source of water in the higher

elevations during winter.
For the geographical distribution of summer precipitation, data are
presented on monthly charts, the reason being that large variations occur
in the pattern of summer precipitation as the season progresses.

In

June (Figure 4) the greatest precipitation occurs in the north over elevated terrain.

In July (Figure 5) the greatest precipitation occurs in the

south especially over higher elevations.
than in June, but not greatly less.

Precipitation in the north is less

In August (Figure 6) precipitation is

greatly increased in the south especially near and in mountains.

In the

north precipitation is comparable to that found in July.
To assess the reliability of summer precipitation the minimum
precipitation for the combined months of June and July was found for the
precipitation stations over the period of record; these values are shown
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Figure 4.

Median June precipitation.
values in inches.

Contours, 1 inch; numerical
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Figure 5.

Median July precipitation. Shaded areas above 2 inche s;
contours, 1 inch; and numerical values in inches.
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Figure 6.

Median August precipitation. Shaded areas above 2
inches; contours, 1 inch; and numerical values
inches.
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in Figure 7.

It is clear from this figure that the minimum precipitation

approaches zero for these two months.

Further examination of data

from Ogden (north) and Escalante (south) showed the frequency of serious
summer droughts.

From 1917, which is the start of the Silver Lake

record, the five lowest amounts of June-July precipitation averaged

o.

19 inch at Ogden and 0.25 at Escalante.

These amounts represent 10

percent and 18 percent of the TIledian June -July amounts, respectively.
On the other hand, the five lowest winter aTIlounts at Silver Lake averaged
68 percent of the TIledian.

FurtherTIlore, all but one of the low winter

aTIlounts occurred in different years than the low sumTIler aTIlounts.
Unfortunately, during the one year of both low winter and sumTIler
aTIlounts, the lowest of all winter aTIlounts was recorded.

This year,

1931, TIlust have been an all around disaster.

2.2

Cloud Seeding Opportunity Recognition in Utah
Although precipitation aTIlounts TIla y provide a basis for estiTIlating

either the frequency of storTIlS or the occurrence of extensive cloudiness,
there still reTIlains the probleTIl of how effective a seeding treatTIlent
will be in a particular case.

In winter the critical factor is the concen-

tration of ice crystals naturally present.

Laboratory work and field ob-

servations suggest that there are fewer ice crystals present at teTIlperatures warTIler than about _22
precipitation.

0

C than is norTIlally required for efficient

Thus, to recognize a seeding opportunity in winter we need

only assure ourselves that the coldest teTIlperature, nearly always found
at the cloud top, is warTIler than about _22

0

C.

The upper liTIlit for

effective cloud seeding is believed to be around -12

o

C.
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Figure 7.

Minimum June-July precipitation (approximately 60
years), in inches.
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In Utah during sununer the dominant mechanism for the growth
of precipitation-size particles is, as in winter, the collection of supercooled cloud droplets onto an

crystal.

However, it is very difficult to

ascertain the cloud top temperature, because the clouds extend horizontally only a few miles and the

may vary greatly from cloud to
variation of convective clouds is very

cloud.

Furthermore, the

great.

For these reasons it would be worthwhile to devise a simple

means of collecting convective cloud data on a regular basis.

As pointed

out in the previous section, the use of numerical models is being made
to assess the rather complicated set of circumstances in which seeding
of convective clouds might be effective.
For the foregoing reasons, analysis of cloud top temperatures
appears to be useful only for winter orographic clouds.
situation analysis has been

For this

of upper level soundings taken at the

Salt Lake City Airport when precipitation was occurring at Silver Lake
Brighton.

From the upper level soundings, estimates may be made of the

cloud top temperatures.

Although in anyone instance, the estimated

temperature may be in error by several degrees, the use of ten years'
data should give a good picture of the frequency of appropriate seeding
conditions.
According to simple theory, there is an opportunity for effective
seeding when the cloud top temperatures are between about _12
-22

o

C.

0

C and

If we use a criterion adopted by some researchers, i. e. ,

that cloud tops are found when the relative humidity drops to 80 percent
as one proceeds upward, then seeding could be carried out during 60
percent of the total precipitation.

However, it is probable that in many

of the cases where the relative humidity is 80 percent the cloud is in fact
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corn.posed prirn.arily of ice, and that the relative hurn.idity with respect
to water in the cloud rn.ay be very close to 80 percent.

Such ice clouds

are, of cour se, not seedable if an

e in precipitation is desired.

Recent work at the Utah Water Re

Laboratory suggests that about

half of the clouds falling into the so-called seedable window according
to the 80 percent relative hurn.idity criterion actually extend to rn.uch
higher altitudes and colder tern.peratures, and contain large arn.ounts of
ice crystals.

Therefore, a value of 30 percent for the seedable fraction

of precipitation is probably closer to the true picture than is a value of
60 percent.
For rn.ore southerly parts of Utah the fraction of storrn.s with
appropriate cloud top tern.peratures is about the sarn.e as at Salt Lake
City.

Although the tern.peratures are typically a few degrees warrn.er to

the south of Salt Lake City, sorn.e events too cold for effective seeding
near Salt Lake City would be suitable to the south and sorn.e events just
cold enough to seed near Salt Lake City would be too warrn. in the southern part of the State.
In surn.rn.er, the bulk of precipitation falls frorn. convective clouds
which extend to great heights where the tern.perature is cold enough to
produce large concentrations of ice crystals.

On the other hand, the

average arn.ounts of precipitation probably are well-related to the frequency of srn.aller clouds for which artificial seeding would be effective.
But the actual fraction of seedable clouds and how rn.uch precipitation
can be increased by seeding are unknown.

The following analysis of

data frorn. Hill Air Force Base is rn.ade in order to rn.ake sorn.e assessrn.ent of s eedable fraction of surn.rn.ertirn.e clouds.
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Data from. Hill Air Force Base over a twenty-two year period
show that the hourly frequency of thunderstorm.s between May and
Septem.ber reaches a m.axim.um. in August.

In May the average num.ber

of hourly reports of thunderstorm.s is 3.52; in June, 3.99; in July,
3.83; in August, 8.61; and in Septem.ber, 4.56.

Although the cloudbases

are generally higher as the sum.m.er progresses, there is a sharp peak in
the frequency of thunderstorm.s in August at Hill Air Force Base.
Another m.easure of sum.m.er seeding opportunities is the frequency of precipitation other than thunderstorm.s.

These less intense

precipitation events com.pared with thunderstorm.s are likely to present
favorable seeding opportunities.

Hill Air Force Base data show that

in May the average num.ber of hourly reports of precipitation without
thunderstorm.s is 41. 9; in June, 29.0; in July, 8.9; in August, 9. 1; and
in Septem.ber, 18.7. These data reveal a definite m.inim.um. in the frequency of events in late July, just the opposite of thunderstorm. frequency.
When using precipitation am.ounts as a m.easure of the frequency
of favorable seeding events, we are obliged to subtract the am.ounts due
to ice-crystal bearing thunderstorm.s.

Although thunderstorm.s occur

relatively infrequent (25 hours) com.pared to precipitation in the absence
of thunderstorm.s (108 hours), the am.ount of precipitation from. an
individual thunderstorm. exceeds the precipitation in a non-thunderstorm.
event by a substantial factor.
this factor is five.

For sake of discussion we will assum.e

Although a considerable effort would be required to

determ.ine the correct value. the basic picture to em.erge probably would
not be m.uch changed.
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The fractional contribution, F, of non-thunderstorm precipitation
to the total precipitation is found by the following formula:

F

where f is the factor assumed

to 5, NT is the number of thunder-

storm hours and Np is the number of non-thunderstorm precipitation
hours.

Thus, the percent of precipitation, for which seeding is likely

to be effective, is for May, 70 percent; for June, 59 percent; July, 32
percent; August, 17 percent; and for September, 45 percent.

From the

portion of precipitation indicated by these percentages we may expect
inc rea ses of precipitation.

In summer the reported effect of seeding

ranges from decreases of about 50 percent to increases of about 100
percent.

When convective storms occur over extensive areas the effect

of seeding appears to be negative, as would be expected according to our
reasoning presented in the foregoing analysis of summer seedability.
Otherwise, a positive effect of seeding might 'be expected.
In summary, we have generated an approximate basis for finding seedable cases in both winter and summer.

The actual increase to

be realized is the numerical product of the fraction of seedable cases,
the total precipitation, and the percent increase due to seeding.
last mentioned factor

not yet very well known.

The

For winter orographic

clouds increases of 10 or 20 percent of the total winter precipitation
have been frequently quoted.

For summer convective clouds of moder-

ate size, increases of an unspecified amount may be expected.
Because the quantitative effects from seeding are still uncertain,
our results will be presented in the form of a fixed rate of increase,
and these results can be modified as believed appropriate.

It will be
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assumed that the rate of increase due to seeding of seedable cases is 25
percent in the winter and 50 percent in the SUrrlrrler.

2. 3

Precipitation Augrrlentation Potential in Utah
In the previous sections we have developed an approxirrlate

rrleans of assessing the precipitation augrrlentation potential in Utah
for both winter and SUrrlrrler.

For both seasons a general forrrlula for

the precipitation increase, I, is
I=axFxP
where a is the fractional increase of precipitation frorrl a seedable
cloud, F is the fraction of seedable clouds and P is the total precipitation for a rrlonth or a season.

In this report the value of

equal to .25 for winter and. 50 for SUrrlrrler.

~

is assurrled

The value of F has been

found to be roughly. 30 in winter and variable in SUrrlrrler ranging frorrl
a rrlaxirrlurrl of around. 70 in May to • 17 in August.

Values of P are, of

course, obtained frorrl long terrrl records throughout the State.
2.3. 1 Winter seeding potential.

The aUgrrlentation of precip-

itation in Utah during winter is shown in Figure 8.

As previously

indicated, to increase precipitation only about one third of the precipitation can be seeded.
obtain the result shown.
highest elevations.

If an increase of 25 percent is assumed, we

The largest increases are confined to the

Typically, increases of an inch or rrlore are found

at elevations above about 7000 feet in the northern Wasatch and above
about 10,000 feet in the Uintas and southern Wasatch.
elevations that the source of spring runoff exists.

It is in such high

Thus, whatever the
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Figure 8.

Median winter precipitation enhancement re sulting from
seeding one- third of total precipitation with an as sumed
rate of increase of 25 percent of that precipitation.
Shaded areas 1. 5 inche s or more. contour s. 1 inch.
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winter precipitation augmentation potential actually is, it is highest
where it is of greatest value.
2.3.2 Summer seeding potential.

summer seeding potential

in Utah varies strongly according to the time of season.

Therefore,

the seeding potential is described herein on a monthly basis.

The

geographic distribution of precipitation increase for June, July, and
August are shown in Figures 9, 10, and ll, respectively.

In June

seeding may be carried out, according to the previous calculations,
for 59 percent of the precipitation; in July, 32 percent; and in August,
17 percent.

For purposes of analysis, a 50 percent increase of that

precipitation is as sumed to occur from seeding.

In each of the figures

for summertime-precipitation increase, contours of three-tenths of
an inch are shown.

Lesser amounts of monthly precipitation are likely

to be of little value.
In June, significant increase in precipitation, according to the
assumed rate of increase, occurs over most of the elevated terrain in
the north, and over the higher elevations in the south.

During July,

significant increases are expected only over the highest elevations
in the south.

And during August, no significant increases are expected

anywhere in the State.

It is noted that even though the precipitation is

rather active in the south during late July and August, most of this
precipitation is as sociated with thunderstorms, and therefore is not
suitable for artificial seeding.

Therefore, significant augmentation

of summertime precipitation is most likely achieved in the north in
early summer especially near or in mountainous terrain.
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Figure 9.

Median June precipitation enhancement resulting from
seeding 59 percent of total precipitation with an as sumed
rate of increase of 50 percent of that precipitation.
Contours, D.3 inches.
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Figure 10. Median July precipitation enhancement resulting from
seeding 32 percent of total precipitation with an assumed
rate of increase of 50 per cent of that precipitation.
Contours, 0.3 inches.
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Figure 11. Median August precipitation enhancement resulting from
seeding 17 percent of total precipitation with an as sumed
rate of increase of 50 per cent of that pre cipitation.
Contour'S. 0.3 inrhpg
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2.3.3 Summary.

To obtain an overall view of the augmentation

potential, four values will be given in Table 1, along with the total
precipitation for the general areas chosen and the fraction of seedable
cases.

The increases shown are, of course, consistent with the

values given in Figures 8 through 11; they represent a sum.m.ary.

Table 1.

Precipitation augmentation potential

Seedable
Fraction

Total
Pr eci pitation
(Inches)

Percent
Increase

Season

Elevation

Increase
(Inches)

Winter

High

.30

15

25

1. 20

Winter

Low

.30

5

25

.45

Summer

High

.45

9

50

2.00

Summer

Low

.45

3

50

.67

The summer values given in the table are only approximate because there is a strong variation within the season.

On a monthly

basis the sum.m.er augmentation potential changes dramatically.

The

monthl y summer variations in augmentation potential of precipitation
are shown in Table 2.
It is evident that during the months of July and August only a very
small increase in precipitation may be expected.

Furthermore, the

large year-to-year variations in precipitation during the sum.m.er
months might preclude seeding during other months as well.

For

example, during June, 1974 there were probably no opportunities for
seeding, primarily due to the lack of clouds of any type.
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Table 2.

Sununer variation in precipitation augmentation potential

Seedable
Fraction

Total
Precipitation
(Inches)

May

.70

1.77

· 615

June

.59

1. 27

.375

July

.32

1. 02

• 165

August

• 17

1.43

• 120

September

.45

1. 43

.320

Month

50% Increase
(Inches)

Summer Total Increase 1. 595

To summarize, it is likely that during winter an opportunity exists to
seed about a third of the cloud systems to yield a statewide increase in precipitation of about one-half inch to two inches assuming a 25 percent increase,
and double these amounts for a 50 percent increase.
elevations will be stored for spring runoff.

Precipitation in higher

During summer it is expected

that worthwhile seeding can be accomplished only during May and perhaps
early June.

The yield would probably be around a few tenths of an inch over

most of the State!s arable land.

Seeding potential is found rather dependable

during winter in high elevations with a minimum of around 70 percent of the
median potential.
of the median.

In summer the minimum drops to around 10 or 15 percent
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3.0 UTAH STATE RULES, REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES RELATING TO CLOUD
SEEDING PROJECTS

3. 1 Development of Rules, Regulations and Procedures
In collaboration with staff members of the State of Utah Division of
Water Resources a set of rules, regulations and procedures relating to the
Utah Cloud Seeding Act of 1973 was developed.

se rules, etc., were

written to insure that the requirements of the Cloud
carried out.

A document which presents these rules, etc., has been pub-

lished by the Division of Water Resources and therefore
here.

Act are properly

not reproduced
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

4. I

Cloud Seeding Research
Because a great many uncertainties still exist in the field of cloud

modification, a portion of any resources allocated for cloud seeding efforts
should be devoted to research.

The research could be carried out in any of

several sub programs, such as (1) cloud modeling studies used for evaluation purpose s, (2) statistical analyses of existing data, also for evaluation
purposes, (3) experimental field programs designed to find out under what
conditions cloud seeding is effective, (4) cloud seeding delivery technology
to find out optimum methods of dispersing seeding material, and (5) review
studies of other relevant cloud seeding projects.
These suggested studies need not be solely supported by the State,
but rather joint support with Federal agencies such as the Bureau of Reclamation, the National Science Foundation, or the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration is recommended.

4.2

Cloud Seeding Operations
There is evidently a growing interest in cloud seeding operations to

increase precipitation in Utah.

Based upon the upper limits of cloud seeding

potentiality as described in section 2.0, it is recommended that if operational
cloud seeding is conducted in Utah, the most reliable and greatest increases
would be derived from seeding winter orographic clouds.

Seeding should be

done in such a way that the maximum effect is achieved in the highest elevations, where storage for spring runoff is greatest.
task.

Such an effort is no small

For example, a rather different concentration of seeding material
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would be required for varying distances from the target region.

Whatever

steps as would be required to utilize added winter precipitation ought to be
made.

Such steps might include construction of additional reservoir s in key

locations.
For several reasons, widespread cloud seeding in the summertime
is not recommended.

One rea son is that much of the precipitation in summer

derived from thunderstorms, wherein an already sufficient number of
ice crystals exist.

Furthermore, in Utah cloud bases in convective clouds

are relatively high and much of the precipitation formed naturally or artificially would evaporate before reaching the ground.

In those cases where

the cloud bases are low precipitation is apt to be heavy though short-lived.
In this case, cloud seeding has questionable benefits if not harmful.

Another

important reason is that summertime precipitation is highly variable and in
some years may be sparse enough to cause drought conditions.
absence of clouds, cloud seeding cannot be carried out.

In the

The best measure

to offset drought conditions in an already semi-arid region is maximum use
of snowmelt by effective storage and irrigation practices and by augmentation
of the snowpack where possible.

4.3 Legal Measures
Based upon review of the Rules, Regulations and Procedures described
in section 3.0 and the experience of one year!s cloud seeding activity under
those rules, two recommendations are made.

The first is that the proposed

Weather Modification Advisory Committee as described in Chapter II of the
Rules be implemented.

The second is that provisions be made for enforcement

of the requirements stipulated in the Rules.

Of particular concern are items

2 (c) and (d) of Chapter IX wherein provisions are made for monitoring promotional material and claims of seeding effectiveness.
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